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Global Search is a useful tool which can be used to search through all contacts in the system 
regardless of the type of contact they are (prospect, customer, supplier etc.) 

It can also be used to Tag contacts in bulk so that you can group contacts together by tags. 

These tags can also be used to retrieve contacts within the global search screen. 

An example of this would be to tag customers or prospects who have been sent a product 
catalogue.  All of those customers and prospects could then be listed within global search 
which would make it easy to call them or to add further notes. 

To open global search, go to the global search option within the CRM module.  

 

This will open the global search screen and a selection of contacts will be visible.  

The number of records shown will depend on the system preference for the number of 
records to search (1).   

A search term can be entered into the search box (2). 

The search method (3) can be changed to match exact phrase, any words etc. 

If more contacts are needed to be shown on the screen the view all button (4) can be used 
to display all records matching the search term.  

The contact can be drilled into by double clicking the contact name (5)  

The entity (customer, prospect etc.) can be opened by double clicking the entity name (6).  

Short cut buttons (7) can be used to create a new entity (customer, prospect etc.). 
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The settings button (8) can be used to tweak the search settings. 

This opens up the settings box (9).  The field names which can be utilised will be displayed 
down the left-hand side. 

Scrolling across will reveal a column called “show on list” (10).  Any columns which have this 
ticked will display on the global search find screen.  

There is also a column called searchable (11).  If this is ticked for a column, the system will 
search this column when a search term is entered.  

NB – It is possible to search through columns which don’t appear on the list but 
this can be confusing for users so it is not recommended.  

After changing settings click the x (12) in the corner to close the settings. 
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If asked to save click yes (providing the change was intended)  

 

A prompt to close and re-open global search will then appear.  

Global search must be closed and re-opened for the new settings to take effect.  
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Tags 

Tags can be applied to contacts and entities without using global search as they can be 
manually applied by opening the entity or contact and then using the tags tab.  

Any existing tags will be shown in the list (13). 

Tags can be added or removed from the contact/entity using the tag list button (14). 

NB – The tags can be in groups (tabs).  Note how the Cat 2020 tag sits within a 
group/tab called Catalogue.   

 

In the tags list screen, the tags group (15) is the first column.  The Tags ‘group’ is case 
sensitive so ensure they are all entered with the identical upper/lower case lettering. 

The tick box for select (16) denotes if this tag is selected on the entity/contact.  Tags can be 
ticked/unticked to add or remove them from the entity/contact as required.  

The tag name itself is shown within the tag column (17).  

To add or remove tags from the list of available tags, the buttons at the bottom (18) can be 
used or right clicking on the tag will give the option to delete.   

NB – Removing a tag completely will remove it from all contacts or entities it was 
linked to.  
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Within global search, tags can be quickly applied and removed for many contacts/entities at 
once rather than doing this one at a time within the contact/entity.  

This is performed by ticking the contacts (19) which should have tags added or removed.  

If all contacts on the screen should be ticked/unticked, the tick box in the header (20) can 
be used to select all/none. 

Then the Add or Remove tag buttons (21) on the toolbar can be used to select and de-
select tags.   

When the tags screen opens, use the tick box (22) to tick (add) a tag or untick (remove) a 
tag. Once complete, click the OK button (23) to save the change. 

 

The system will then ask if tags should be applied to all records on the screen.  

Click ok to apply or cancel to abort.  
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The tags will then be applied to all records.  It may take a few seconds for the system to 
update these.  

Once the tags are applied, they will be shown in the tags field.  

They may appear to be duplicated.  This is due to them being applied to the contact and the 
entity so the tags show once for the entity (24) and once for the contact (25). 

 

Drilling into the contact or entity will show the newly added tag on the tags tab.  

 

Searching within global search can be done on tags only (rather than searching name, 
address etc.) 

To do this, enter a search term into the search box (26).  

Click the tags only button (27).  

It will then search only the tags field (28) for the term entered in the search box (26).  
Other fields will be excluded from the search.  
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It is also possible to export the data from the global search to an Excel spreadsheet. 

To do this, click the export button on the toolbar and select where to save the file. 

 

The data which was on the screen in global search will then be in the spreadsheet. 


